
Day 01: Arrival Siem Reap

DISCOVER HERITAGE TEMPLE & CRUISE TO SAIGON
SIEM REAP - MEKONG CRUISE - SAIGON

10 Days / 9 Nights

Welcome to Siem Reap. 

Upon arrival at the airport, you will meet your guide and be transferred to the hotel for check-in.
[Standard check-in time: 1400 hrs]
 
Lunch and dinner are on your own account.
 
Accommodation: As selected

(-)

Day 02: Siem Reap - Museum & Temple Tour

Breakfast at your hotel.

Visit Wat Thmei, one of the killing field memorials, a small memorial stupa that contains the skulls
and bones of victims killed during the regime of the Khmer Rouge from 1975 to 1979. We continue
the tour at the Apopo Visitor Center to learn about the history of conflict in Cambodia and the
impact the region’s landmines have on the local communities. In place to make a difference are
what’s known as the “hero rats." Because of their light weight, the rats have been trained to sniff
buried landmines, which is a huge help in de-mining the region. Watch the rats in action at the helm
of their trainers. 

Visit the Angkor National Museum, an archaeological museum dedicated to the collection,
preservation, and presentation of Angkorian artifacts. The collections are mainly dated from the
Khmer Empire's Angkor period, circa 9th to 14th centuries, with most of the artifacts discovered in
and around the Angkor archaeological sites nearby.

(B)



Afternoon: visit three temples. Bakong, Lolei, and Preah Ko, 11 kilometers southeast of the Siem
Reap Market, comprise the Roluos group of monuments; they are close together and extend over an
area of three kilometers (1.9 miles) east of the Great Lake.

The Roluos group, dating from the late ninth century, is the earliest site of the 600-year Angkor
Period that is open to visitors. The three temples belonging to this important group have similar
characteristics of architecture, decoration, materials, and construction methods, which combine to
reveal the beginning of the Classic Period of Khmer art.
 
Lunch and dinner are on your own account.
 
Accommodation: As selected.

Day 03: Siem Reap - Sun rise Angkor Tour 

An early morning pick-up at 5:00 a.m. for sunrise at Angkor Wat. Continue to see inside the Angkor
Wat Temple, Angkor Park’s most revered temple and the largest religious monument in the world.
Inside the temple, the walls are covered with stone carvings and bas-reliefs, which are absolutely
breathtaking. Your guide will explain the stories in exquisite detail and provide you with ample time
to explore the inner and outer grounds of the temple. You will be transferred back to the hotel for
breakfast and to relax.
 
Afternoon: visit the South Gate with its huge statues depicting the churning of the ocean of milk
and see the ancient capital of Angkor Thom, built in the late 12th century, before we head onwards
to Bayon Temple, which is unique for its 54 towers decorated with over 200 smiling faces of
Avolokitesvara. Baphuon is like an artificial mountain that recently re-opened after years of
restoration. Following, you may visit the Royal Enclosure, the Elephants Terrace, and the Terrace of
the Leper King. Then continue to the popular temple of Ta Prohm, which is the modern name of the
temple at Angkor, built in the late 12th and early 13th centuries. However, it is probably more
famous for being the location where they filmed the Tomb Raider movie.
 
Lunch and dinner are on your own account.
 
Accommodation: As selected.

(B)

https://www.tourismcambodia.com/attractions/angkor/bakong.htm
https://www.tourismcambodia.com/attractions/angkor/lo-lei.htm
https://www.tourismcambodia.com/attractions/angkor/preah-ko.htm
https://www.tourismcambodia.com/attractions/angkor/preah-ko.htm


Day 04: Siem Reap - Culture and Floating Village 

Breakfast at the hotel.

A unique and unforgettable experience for those who want to do more than just see the sights is to
participate in a cooking class. Today you will learn how to make authentic, quality local food like you
eat in a restaurant. You will have the opportunity to learn how to prepare traditional and delicious
Khmer dishes under the guidance of a genuine professional chef, beginning with a visit to the local
market. You will see the action for yourself and learn about the produce, which is soon to become
your food. Step-by-step guidance will be given during the process, and afterwards, you can enjoy the
fruits of your labor by sitting down to eat the meal you have prepared.
 
We set off to Tonle Sap Lake, where you will discover different aspects of the floating village
activities, from crocodile farming to fishing farms, traditional medicine shops, boat shops, spirit
houses, floating schools, and more. Then we head to the Old Market, which is the oldest Khmer
market in Siem Reap. See vendors selling souvenirs such as clothes and jewelry.
 
Lunch and dinner are on your own account.
 
Accommodation: As selected.

(B)

Day 05: Siem Reap - Phnom Penh (B)

Breakfast at your hotel.

This morning, our driver will meet you at the hotel lobby for assistance with a transfer to the airport
for the flight to Phnom Penh City.

Suggestion flight K6106 16:00-16:45 (flight price in supplement)
 
Upon arrival, your tour guide will meet and greet you and transfer you to the hotel for check-in.
 
Lunch and dinner are on your own account.
 
Accommodation: As selected.



Day 06: Phnom Penh 

Breakfast at your hotel.
 
A discovery tour of Phnom Penh at 8:00 a.m., you will be met by your driver and guide. Gain insight
into the recent dark history of Cambodia at the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum, a former school
converted into a detention center during the Khmer Rouge. Visit the equally harrowing Killing Fields
of Choeung Ek. These are tough visits, but important for learning about the country’s history.

Lunch on your own account.

Afternoon, visit Wat Phnom, a beautiful hilltop temple with manicured gardens, followed by the
Royal Palace and Silver Pagoda, named for the 5,000 silver tiles that cover the pagoda’s floor,
known for its collection of gold, silver, crystal, and bronze Buddha statues.

Dinner on a cruise and an overnight stay on the cruise.
 
Accommodation: On Board (Superior Cabin)

(B/D)

Day 07: Phnom Penh - Border Crossing - Tan Chau (B/L/D)

Welcome on board with Heritage Line for your Mekong River adventure. After you have checked in,
we invite you to a highlight of this cruise before we lift the anchor. The lounge is set up for an eye-
and ear-catching lecture about modern Cambodian history, held by our friend and local expert, Mr.
Jean-Michel, a professor from the Royal University of Phnom Penh. He has studied the subject
extensively and is more than happy to share his first-hand knowledge and surprising insights. The
lecture takes about an hour before we set sail southbound towards the Vietnamese border.



The rest of the morning and the whole afternoon are at your own disposal. From now on, you can
turn into cruise mode and hopefully experience the relaxing influence of the cadence this mighty
river emanates. The afternoon is perfect for massages, relaxation on a terrace deck sunbed, or private
balcony kick-backs. Conjure up a spell to merge with the river and float into a state of mild bliss.

You also may like to visit the bridge, as the captain always has a little story to share about “his”
river. Or, if you are curious to learn more about Khmer gastronomy, join a culinary workshop to
sharpen your knowledge about local cuisine.

As you sip drinks and nibble on treats during afternoon tea, we approach the border and finally arrive
in Vietnam. From here, it is just a short distance to Tan Chau, a pleasant, slow-paced border town
with a sizeable Chinese, Kinh, and Khmer community. We moor near the city with views of the
riverbanks.

Accommodation: On Board (Superior Cabin)

Day 08: Tan Chau - My An Hung - Sa Dec (B/L/D)

Welcome to the fish sanctuary of Vietnam.

Once we arrive onshore, we hop on “xelois” to see Tan Chau’s vibrant town life. A “xeloi” is a local
vehicle that is still used as a taxi in this area. Your personal Xeloi driver slowly navigates through the
streets to observe all the workshops, houses, and shops while feeling the laid-back vibe of this place.
We stop at the colorful, local market near one of the town’s temples. This is a great opportunity to
interact with the vendors of this friendly town and try your hand at bargaining with them.

To see what Tan Chau is famous for, we board local boats and head to a floating fish farm. You are
about to get an exclusive look into the world’s largest inland aquaculture industry. Each of the
floating structures has netting hanging down into the water to enclose the fish, which are raised and
fed on a daily basis. The region’s specialties are tilapia and basa catfish, or Pangasius, which is
unique to the Mekong River basin and rapidly gaining popularity on the international seafood
market.

Back on board and before lunch is served, you may take a dip in the pool. After the meal, our expert
guides offer a presentation about life in the Mekong Delta as the ship continues to My An Hung,
near Sa Dec province.



My An Hung Village is a wonderful example of a real local village in the Mekong Delta. Time stands
still here, and we receive wonderful insights into the private household of a local family and visit the
seasonal vegetable fields to see what they are currently cultivating. We are invited to their house for
a Vietnamese tea tasting. Vietnamese tea is often bitter, so locals sweeten it with honey, a regional
delicacy also produced by our hosts. The family then presents a huge variety of fruits growing in the
delta, freshly cut from the tree. And as an artist group performs a traditional, artistic dragon dance,
we snack on these “vitamin bombs”.

The sun sets, and the light now bathes everything in a golden hue. The surrounding natural beauty is
a perfect backdrop for a riverbank gathering with cocktails and dancing with the crew in this remote,
secluded location.
 
Accommodation: On Board (Superior Cabin)

Day 09: Binh Thanh Island - Cai Be - My Tho (B/L/D)

This morning, the vessel arrives at one of the larger islands in the vast stream of the Mekong, Binh
Thanh Island. Several communities have settled here and make their living by growing water
hyacinths.

We exclusively visit one of these untouched areas. By wandering through the village, we get a deep
understanding of native life. One of the local artisans, for example, demonstrates the entire process
of traditional mat-making. You can try weaving yourself. We also meet a local elderly couple who
share their story of living on this island. They are always happy to chit-chat with our guests.

Back on the ship, lunch is served, and we sail towards Cai Be. Cai Be is a charming town that is
famous for its Catholic French church and the manufacturing of traditional crafts and food products.
The once enormous floating market of Cai Be gets smaller year by year since trading on the water is
continually shifting towards modern markets. However, you can still see boat-to-boat trading of
local goods, such as fruits and agricultural products, and imagine what this must have looked like on
a larger scale. We learn from our guide about the long-lasting trading culture and how each boat
has a special marker to let buyers know what goods they are selling.

By local boat, we sail along the green canal network and watch the farmers working in the fields. A
visit to a workshop shows us the manufacturing of rice paste, rice paper, rice cookies, and rice wine.  



Cai Be’s surrounding areas are covered by palm trees, which is why the region is also famous for the
production of coconut candy.

Back on board, our crew invites you to a farewell event and to enjoy some cheerful moments before
dinner, including music and Cambodian dancing together with the team. Savour your final dinner
aboard and relive the week’s adventures in your mind’s eye with a glass of wine at the open bar.

Accommodation: On Board (Superior Cabin).

Day 10: My Tho - Saigon (B)

Enjoy your last breakfast aboard your floating home. We will disembark the ship after breakfast and
take a bus transfer from My Tho to the drop-off point in Saigon. It is only around 70 kilometers on
the highway. You will arrive in Saigon by mid-morning. We hope you enjoyed this fascinating river
cruise, just as our crew does every single time. Moreover, take the enchanting memories and
friendships along with you that will linger on with the stories of this amazing river.

End of Service.


